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Walks Programme: 

During the year the walks programme included 326 walks (305 last year) including 
107 full day Sunday walks, 110 Wednesday and Saturday walks, 31 evening walks, 
Wessex Wanderer Walks, and two coach trips to the Glamorgan Heritage Coast and 
the Dart Valley . In addition there were weeks away in the Lake District and the 
Yorkshire Dales. Although the number is up from last year, there is a reduction in the 
number of evening walks which were sometimes once a week instead of twice. 
Massive thanks are due to the walk coordinators and the nearly 100 walk leaders for 
this outstanding programme. 

Numbers on walks have generally been very healthy and Margaret Ruse in particular 
continues to meet demand on Wednesday by putting on two walks whenever she 
can.  However, large numbers during the autumn, winter and spring on Sunday 
walks have led to two initiatives which are being trialled from this October. Once a 
month and possibly twice a month there will be 2 A walks allowing the opportunity to 
broaden the walks on offer in that programme. Secondly, and in response to a 
request at last year's AGM, there will be a programme of shorter B walks 
(coordinated by Sarah Shorter) which will provide further additional walks on a 
Sunday. The committee will review during the coming year how successful these 
initiatives are. 

May saw the third Bristol Walking Festival, which was for the second time a month 
long event. The Group was again one of the Council's lead partners, contributing 
£1000 for publicity and providing much needed voluntary help in particular from 
Eileen Bartlett, Carew Reynell and Keith Budd. There were 160 walks and events 
with a great variety of distances and locations. Our main contribution was through 
our evening walks programme. Planning is underway for 2016 and the Group 
continues to be represented. The aim of the Festival is one which the Group fully 
supports: to promote walking in Bristol to as wide an audience as possible, to 
encourage people to take up the walking habit and get to know their city. However 
the Group cannot sustain its financial commitment indefinitely nor expect members 
to give up their time as freely. 

Finally the group instituted a new urban walk in memory of its long term member 
Alan Burton who died last year. It is a 15 mile circular walk from Westbury taking in 
Purdown and St. Werburghs and is now on the national Ramblers Routes website. 
During the winter it will be waymarked and there will be a commemorative opening 
as part of the 2016 Bristol Walking Festival. 

Footpath  Issues 

The Footpath-Clearance Team have not been called into action at all this year! Keith 
Budd received just one email from a member of the public, and this concerned a 



fallen tree that was blocking a path in the Frome valley. As the remedial work 
required necessitated the use of chain-saws, this was beyond our means, so was 
referred to the Council. 

In the meantime, however, B.C.C has been busy repairing and/or improving several 
paths in the area. New steps have been constructed leading from Kingsweston to 
Penpole Lane, and also from the Downs to the railway ventilation shaft near Sea 
Walls. New handrails have been installed on a section of the Severn Way close to 
the Portway. Also of interest are the improved path surfaces implemented at 
Ebenezer Lane, beside Stoke Lodge, and at the lane connecting Westbury Road 
with Grange Park, beside Red Maids School. Work has also taken place in the 
Frome Valley, near Oldbury Court, where a flume has been established so as to 
protect the riverside path from erosion. We are most grateful for this excellent work 
and hope that members of both the general public and Bristol Ramblers alike will 
enjoy the results of the Council’s efforts to look after our local path network. 

Planning and Environment Issues 

It has been a productive year for the walking environment in Bristol, largely because 
of the city's designation as European Green Capital. Sustrans provided energetic 
chairs for a Sustainable Transport Action Group and then for an ongoing Sustainable 
Transport Projects Liaison Group. Sustrans also co- ordinated work on a draft Good 
Transport Plan, which was the subject of a Big Green Gathering in September. A 
final version of the Plan should be out soon. Other Green Capital events have also 
dealt with walking, including an international symposium on Pedestrian Pathways. 

While none of these activities has in itself produced a sea change, useful contacts 
have been made. For the first time, steps are being taken to form a Walking Alliance 
of interested organisations and individuals. We hope to achieve as much for those 
walking in the city as the Bristol Cycling Campaign has for cyclists. 

As well as participating in Green Capital activities, Susan Carter has continued to 
represent the Ramblers in a number of forums: the Council's Neighbourhood 
Planning Network, the Civic Society's Public Spaces Group, and Living Heart. She 
also chairs the Ramblers’ Avon Area Environment and Planning Sub-Committee. 
This has been much strengthened by Clevedon Group joining the Area so that North 
Somerset interests are represented. 

Transport and planning proposals have not been of major concern.  We suggested 
improvements to the plans to the Centre to accommodate Metrobus, some of which 
have been adopted in the revised plans. We also suggested modifications to plans 
for Nelson Street. We have supported proposals for Temple Circus and for parking 
restrictions on the Downs. 

Membership and Publicity 



Membership was 782 at the end of the year, a slight rise on last year's 774 and this 
perhaps signifies an end to the decline in membership over recent years.  It is worth 
noting that our active membership, judging by participation in our walks programme, 
remains high and there is a welcome addition of new active walkers.  

Activity to promote the Group has included: 

Attendance at the Redland May Fair, the launch of the Walking Festival and various 
Green City Events.                                                                                            
Inclusion of the Evening Walks in the Walking Festival did produce several new 
members.                                                                                                       
Distribution of publicity material to local libraries, Tourist Information Office, sports 
centres and outdoor gear retailers.                                                                     
Inclusion on the Active Bristol and BCC websites.  

Thanks to all who have helped with this. 

The Group's website is well used and the change to using the national template has 
worked well. This has now been used for putting the Walks Programme online. There 
were about 17,000 visits to the website during the year 

Tony Kerr continues to do an excellent job maintaining the photographs. There are 
now more than 460 albums of photos on the Group's Flickr site. 

Our Facebook Group now numbers 148 members, not only attracting interest in and 
membership of our real 'BRG' but also serving as a repository for excellent photos 
and snapshot memories of our walks. Thanks are due to Wendy Britten for 
maintaining the page. 

E-Boot continues to be produced on a monthly basis and circulation exceeds 300 
now including about half the membership. Many, many thanks to Carew Reynell for 
continuing to produce this and to the Guest Editors Tony Parsons and Gwyneth 
Littlejohn for when Carew is away. 

Social events this year have included a celidh and a skittles evening. These have 
been greatly enjoyed by all who went and thanks are due to Karen O'Sullivan, 
Christine Bowen and Julian Carpenter who organised them. These three have done 
sterling work over the last 3-5 years and the committee would welcome new 
volunteers to share the burden. 

Finance 

The annual accounts are elsewhere on the agenda. Administrative costs have 
continued to fall and this has helped to further reduce the Group's call on central 
funds, together with an Area Committee decision to reduce the level of balances held 
locally. Postage costs continue to be contained as with electronic distribution less 
than half of programmes are now delivered by post. 



We contributed £1000 to publicity costs for the Walking Festival but this is not a 
sustainable commitment and the committee would appreciate hearing members' 
views at the AGM. 

We still hold funds in the Project Account and if members have suggestions please 
inform the committee. One possibility is to provide a second edition of the highly 
successful Bristol Backs but this is a long term commitment requiring a member 
prepared to lead the project. But if anyone is prepared to do so please let us know. 

Conclusion 

In terms of its active membership , continuing numbers of new members and the 
extent of its Walk Programme the Group remains healthy and can look forward 
positively to the future. But all this activity comes through the voluntary efforts of 
many of our members. While acknowledging and thanking them can I urge those of 
you who are not so involved to become so and help the Group continue to prosper. 
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